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Instruction Sheet

For Professional Use Only

2-Finger Gun 581-085

4-Finger Gun 580-100A

LX-80 II
Professional Airless Gun

Important Safety Instructions

Read all safety information before operating the 
equipment.  Save these instructions.

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
death or serious injury.

To reduce the risks of !re or explosion, electrical shock and the 
injury to persons, read and understand all instructions included in 
this manual. Be familiar with the controls and proper usage of the 
equipment.

WARNING:  EXPLOSION OR FIRE 

Solvent and paint fumes can explode or ignite.  Property damage and/
or severe injury can occur.

PREVENTION:

electrical equipment and electrical appliances.  Avoid creating sparks from 
connecting and disconnecting power cords.

Refer to your pump manual to determine if these materials can 
be sprayed.

electricity.  Static electricity creates a risk of #re or explosion in the presence 

static discharge.

moving through the area to keep the air within the spray area free from 

in the spray area.

instructions.

contains arcing parts that emit sparks and can ignite vapors.

WARNING:  INJECTION INJURY

amputation.  See a physician immediately.

PREVENTION:

against an injection injury.

immediately.

functioning properly.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:

Injection into the skin is a traumatic injury which can lead to possible 
amputation. It is important to treat the injury as soon as possible. DO 
NOT delay treatment to research toxicity. Toxicity is a concern with some 
coatings injected directly into the blood stream. Consultation with a plastic 
surgeon or reconstructive hand surgeon may be advisable. 

WARNING:  GENERAL 

PREVENTION:

mask when painting.  

at all times.

alcohol.

#re prevention and operation.
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Using the Gun Trigger Lock

vertical.

Trigger locked 
(gun will not spray)

Trigger unlocked
(gun will spray)

Setup

Never attempt to assemble, change, or clean the gun, tip, 
or tip guard without first relieving pressure from the spray 
system.  Follow the “Pressure Relief Procedure” in the 
sprayer’s Owner’s Manual.

Always use a tip safety guard for added protection against 
injection.  Beware that the guard alone will not prevent 
injection.  Never cut off tip guard!  Always engage gun trigger 
lock when the gun is not in use.  Before servicing equipment, 
consult Owner’s Manuals and follow all warnings.

Manual.

securely.

Inspect the spray system to make sure that all #ttings are secure and 
that there are no leaks.

Seal

Tip Guard

Tip Seal

Tip

guard.  Press in for #nal adjustment.

guard.

Position the tip guard in the desired 

 NOTE: The arrow on the tip handle should be pointing in the 
forward direction for spraying. 

Operation
 1. Make sure the arrow on the tip handle is pointing in the forward 

direction for spraying.

Manual.

desired results.

 NOTE: The spray tip determines the size of spray pattern and 
coverage.  When more coverage is needed, use a larger tip 
instead of increasing $uid pressure.

pointing opposite the spray direction.

IMPORTANT:  Never pull the trigger more than once at time with the tip 
in the reverse position.

Changing a Tip

Never attempt to change or clean the tip or tip guard without 
first performing the “Pressure Relief Procedure.”

Removing the Seal and Tip seal

Tip Guard

Tip

Tip Seal Retainer

Tip Seal

Identifying Tip Sizes

this example.

 5

 17

 NOTE: Worn spray tips will adversely a%ect the spray pattern 
and result in reduced production, poor !nish, and wasted 
material.  Replace worn tips immediately.

Cleanup

of its parts in water or solvents.

Special cleanup instructions for use with flammable solvents:

length from spray pump.

place it into an empty !ve gallon container, then $ush solvents.

IMPORTANT:  The sprayer, hose, and gun should be cleaned thoroughly 
after daily use.  Failure to do so permits material to cake, seriously 
affecting the performance of the unit.

Always spray at minimum pressure with 
the tip and tip guard removed when 
using mineral spirits or any other solvent 
to clean the sprayer, hose, or gun.  Static 
electricity buildup may result in a fire or 
explosion in the presence of flammable 
vapors.  Hold the gun firmly against a 
metal container while flushing.
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Maintenance

Follow all safety precautions as described in the Safety 
Precautions section of this manual before proceeding.

 NOTE: Refer to the Parts List section in this manual for part 
identi!cation.

Replacing/Servicing the Seal Assembly

Never attempt to perform maintenance on the spray gun 
without first performing the “Pressure Relief Procedure.”

gun.

the gun head.

 NOTE: Lubricate all packings and moving parts before 
reassembly with a lithium-based grease.

 9. Install the retractor pins into the rear of the gun head.  Slide the rear 
housing onto the retractor pins and secure in position with the lock 
nut.

gun head and tighten securely with a wrench.

Adjusting the Seal Assembly

Proper adjustment of the seal assembly is essential to ensure 
positive shut-off when the trigger is released.

head.

 NOTE: To check the adjustment of the seal assembly:

 1. Move the gun trigger lock to the locked position.

 2. Pull the trigger.

  With the trigger lock engaged, there should be 1/32” of 
movement between the lock nut and the rear housing 
while pulling the trigger.

Replacing/Removing the Filter

 NOTE: Left-handed threads require turning the !lter clockwise to 
remove.

Gun Filter Chart

Part 
Number

Application Filter Type Color of 
Filter Body

red

textured enamels

yellow

paints
Medium white

green
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